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tunities became more widespread. They are still, however, somewhat
limited. A rough estimate of the number of engineering apprentices
(including pupils and trainees) now in Oxford puts the figure some-
where about 250. Most of the boys applying for entry into the
engineering trades come from the locality. One of the works selects
its entrants by examination, but the others seem to rely largely on
the assistance of the staff of the Technical School in picking suitable
boys. There is no limitation to the number of apprentices such as is
found in the printing trade, but compared to the amount of unskilled
kbour entering the industry the number of boys entering by appren-
ticeship is very small. Even so, a good proportion of the boys em-
barking on the skilled branches are not, strictly speaking, apprentices,
that is to say, they are not indentured and the training received by
some of them is rather sketchy. It must be remembered that a
thorough and extensive training in engineering cannot be given to
boys in a works where only a limited number of processes are carried
on. In the motor industry in Oxford a good training, lasting from
three to five years, is obtainable; many of the apprentices are sent to
day cksses at the School of Technology. One factory in particular
has a thoroughly organized apprenticeship course and the boys pass
systematically through all the departments. Attendance at the Techni-
cal School is encouraged by most of the engineering employers who,
in some cases, continue to send youths to cksses even when their
term of apprenticeship is finished. The employment open to young
men on finishing their training depends, of course, largely on the
degree of proficiency attained, but a boy trained in one of the Morris
Motor works has a good chance of obtaining a job in one of the
combine's plants. A really able boy from the Cowley works will
probably be sent away to the company's works at Coventry, where
better use can be made of his skill. Most firms like to keep on their
best apprentices as journeymen, but some employers realize that this
arrangement is generally not so good for a boy as getting experience
and finding his feet in another works. Movement of skilled kbour
in the motor industry from one firm to another is hampered by
agreement between employers not to take men from each other
without permission.
Apart from printing, building, and engineering there is not much
apprenticeship in Oxford. Cabinet-making, in recent years, has
added to the number of apprentices it takes, and there are now prob-
ably some thirty or forty boys learning this trade in Oxford. It is
a coveted employment and there is no kck of local boys applying
for openings. The training received by the apprentices is more

